Primary School of Veron

Key:
- Tree
- Flagpole
- Tree Stump

---

Administration office

School Building

New Bathrooms

Old Bathrooms

To be a basketball court
View of grounds from the administrative office. Flagpole and trees 3, 4 and 5 clearly visible. Edge of tree 2 on far left of photo.

View of main gate from administrative office. Tree 1. A small covered recycling station will be built near where trash cans are located for students to separate their trash.
Similar view of tree 1

View of other side of main gate, showing area between the administrative office and the gate/fence.
View of one side of the director’s first site choice for the playground/learning space. Taken from the patio by the school. Tree 4 in foreground.

Similar view. Tree 4 on the right side of photo, tree 6 on the left side.
View from middle of open area where director would prefer the playground/learning space be located, looking towards the back of the school. “Red” tree from sketch in center left of photo. Old bathrooms on left side of photo. They will be torn down. Teacher and students standing at edge of area where basketball court will be built.

“Red” tree from sketch on right, old bathrooms center, new bathrooms on left.
View from between old and new bathrooms looking back at open area (#1 choice for site). Tree 6 on far right, tree 5 center right next to truck. Chainlink fencing clearly visible.

Similar view, tree 6 on right, tree 5 center, “Red” tree from sketch on far left of photo.
View of #1 site choice from other corner looking back towards school. Tree 6 on right.

Similar view. Tree 6 in center. New bathrooms on far right edge of photo, just out of view.
View looking back at open space (director’s #1 choice for site). Director in foreground. Tree 6 on right. Trees 2, 3, 4 and 5 all visible.

Shot taken next to tree 4 (foreground), tree 2 on right, tree 3 center.
Photo taken beside tree 3 (not visible, behind camera) looking toward main gate. Flagpole left, tree 1 center, branches of tree 2 visible on right.